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  eBoot – December 2012 
 
   This month’s edition includes: 

• Christmas social 
• Events and notices 
• Forthcoming walks 
• Committee business  
• Commercial corner 

 
 
Christmas social 
 
There will be Christmas social drinks at 7.30pm on 14 December at 
The Pitcher and Piano on Bristol’s Harbourside. This has been arranged by 
Karen O’Sullivan and Christine Bowen. All welcome! 
 
Events and notices 
 
Focus Group on the Walking Environment: at the AGM there was 
some interest in a meeting to discuss how Bristol might be made a better 
place in which to walk. Please would anyone prepared to participate in a 
focus group contact Susan Carter (email susan.carter@blueyonder.co.uk, 
tel 0117924 7872). 
 
All places have now been taken for the Wednesday Walkers’ Christmas 
Lunch on 19 December. Non-diners are, however, welcome to do 
the walks.                     
  
As part of the M4/M5 Managed Motorways Scheme, Pegwell Brake 
Footbridge, which spans the M5 approximately one mile south of junction 
16, will be dismantled and replaced with a new steel pedestrian bridge 
that allows the necessary height clearance for use of the hard shoulder as 
a running lane during peak periods. The footbridge was closed to the 
public on the 1 October and, following the installation of the new bridge 
after Christmas, should be re-opened to the public by the end of January 
2013. 
 
We will be reviewing the Group’s website, www.bristolramblers.org.uk, 
over the next couple of months. If there are features that you value, or 
that you think we should add (or remove), please let us know. 
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Forthcoming walks 
 
A full listing of walks is in the Walks Programme and on the Group’s 
website. This month features the Festival of Winter Walks. 

 
Here are some more details of some of the walks in the next month or so. 
 
On 2 December, Nigel Andrews is leading an attractive easier Hill Walk 
which makes full use of a short December day in showcasing the softer 

features of the south-eastern Black Mountains. ‘We 
will make a sharp ascent of Bryn Arw before 
walking the length of its ridge. After a valley 
section we will climb towards Hatterrall Hill on the 
Offa’s Dyke Path and then descend to Stanton and 
the Queens Head for lunch. A steep post prandial 
climb leads to the summit of Gaer before another 

descent and brief climb leads us to the idyllic location of Partrishow 
church. The route then heads south to Forest Coal Pit and journey's end’. 
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Also on 2 December Gwyneth Littlejohn is leading a B walk (Near 
Harkening Rock). The morning distance will be longer than the 
afternoon (8 of the 12 miles). ‘Starting from Lower Redbrook, there is a 
short climb to Upper Redbrook to pick up the Offa's Dyke Path with 
amazing views of Monmouth. Walking through woods on the Wysis Way, 
we arrive at Suckstone and pass under the overhanging Near Harkening 
Rock for a coffee break. 

The Suckstone is reputed to be the largest piece of detached 
conglomerate or puddingstone rock in England and Wales and has 
been estimated to weigh maybe 14,000 tons. 
The Near Hearkening Rock is a large exposed and weathered 
cliff face of Old Red Sandstone and quartz conglomerate and 
reputedly was given its name by local gamekeepers who used it 
to detect poachers in their woods at night, both as an observation 
platform and as a listening post and it is reputedly possible to 
detect even a whisper or the slightest movement such are the 
acoustics in this area while standing with your back to the 
concave cliff face or on the top of the cliff. 

We continue up to Symonds Yat, and then turn south down through 
woods to Shortstanding for a pub that welcomes muddy boots (and we 
can eat lunch in garden if buying drinks). The afternoon takes us through 
Newlands, with a tea break overlooking Newlands just off the funeral 
path, before returning to Lower Redbrook’.  
 
Sarah Shorter is leading an afternoon walk on 2 December. The walk 
starts at 1 pm to catch the daylight, and is 6 miles long. Parking is fine on 
a Sunday in Cleveland Walk, where you can park in parking bays or on 
single yellow lines. We will start the walk from the corner of Cleveland 
Walk and Bathwick Hill.  
 
The Bath Skyline walk was created by the National Trust 
to take in really breathtaking views across Bath, some 
beautiful beech woodland, fields and some rocky, mossy, 
ferny woodland in land that was quarried long ago. The 
walk goes near Prior Park, the home of Ralph Allen, the 
famous Post Office reformer and stone merchant from 
Bath. We visit the Sham Castle, which he had put upon the hill "to 
improve the prospect" from his town house where he lived before he built 
Prior Park.  
 
Peter Gould’s walk on 5 December is a rail based linear walk following 
the surprising stretch of the Severn Way Link to Sea Mills that has 
recently been legally established and put in order by Bristol City Council. 
‘Thereafter, I shall improvise till, by custom and practice, the walk 
will disintegrate all the way to the pubs and cafes.’  
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On Thursday 13 December, Carew Reynell is leading a 
mid-week A walk. Starting from the Green at Holford, the 
walk passes Alfoxton Hall en route to Kilve and the coast 
before climbing up to the main Quantocks ridge and 
descending to Bicknoller for lunch. Then back up to the 
ridge and on to Lady’s Coombe and through atmospheric 

woodland to Dowsborough Fort and a descent back to Holford. If the 
pre-walk is anything to go by, expect lots of deer and glorious sunshine. 
 
On 22 December, Julie Boston is leading a linear stroll. It starts at the 
Horfield Sports Centre skate park, Filton Road, and follows a car free 
route to Monks Park then through BAWA grounds, across two golf courses 
and on to Charlton Common. At the sight of the traffic chugging along to 
the Mall, we will briskly turn away from Filton Airfield and make our way 
back to the Bourne End Pub in Brentry where a range of hot meat pies 
(£4) are on sale for festive feasting. Rejoice in Bristol’s green and 
pleasant land! 
 
On 23 December the sixth Solstice Stomp takes place. 
We meet, booted and ready to walk, at the Clifton end of 
the Suspension Bridge for a prompt 8.00 start so we are 
under way by sunrise. The 17 mile route is relatively gentle 
and visits Leigh Woods, Abbots Leigh, Failand, Long Ashton 
and Ashton Court. We'll have a late pub stop at the Failand 
Inn, and other breaks where doubtlessly festive fare will be 
in evidence. As night falls we shall cross the Suspension Bridge and 
undertake our last climb of the day to the Observatory to celebrate the 
season and the end of another great walking year. 
 
Peter Gould’s walk on 26 December takes in Whiteladies Gate, Clifton 
Down. ‘A back street walk of four miles to the Downs, over to Redland 
Green and return via Burlington Road (for the sculptures).  The best pub 
at the end is the Vittoria but I can’t guarantee it will be open. But if it 
isn’t, there should be alternatives on Whiteladies Road towards the end of 
the walk.  The start time is 10.45, assuming Sunday train service, and the 
walk should be finished by 13.00.   
 
Keith Budd leads a B walk on 30 December: the Gordano Gasper. ‘Get 
your boots on one more time for the final walk of the year! There may be 
little that's new here for many of you, but this is nonetheless an 
interesting, pleasant and varied outing that crosses 
back and forth the Gordano Valley and the hills and 
river that border it. Expect woodlands, contrasting 
open spaces, plenty of ascents and descents, and 
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good views if the weather permits. We will visit the ancient ramparts of 
Cadbury Camp hill-fort, walk beside the rhymes of the North Somerset 
levels and climb through fields to one of the most exclusive housing areas 
in the region! If time and light permit, we may also stroll beside the 
Severn for a short while, hopefully to enjoy the views over the estuary as 
well as some bracing air.’ 
 
Bela Kantor leads a B walk on 6 January (Hinton Revisited). ‘A return 
to The Bull at Hinton on the first Sunday walk of 2013 and what we hope 
will be a crisp winter's day. We start of at Pomphrey Hill Playing Fields Car 
Park (just off the Ring Road) and then we skirt Pucklechurch on the 
north-side.  After going over and under the M4, we reach Hinton in time 
for a lunch stop.  We return via Pucklechurch's south-side and Syston 
Court to the Car Park.’ 
 
Also on 6 January, Carew Reynell is leading an A walk. The walk is made 
up of spare bits of the Two Rivers Way, the (North Somerset) Three Peaks 
Way, the Forest of Avon Path, the South Circular, etc. Starting from Chew 
Magna, the walk follows the river before ascending to Maes Knoll and 
following the Dundry Ridge with extensive views of Bristol to the north 
and Chew Valley to the south. Among the sights is the unexpected Norton 
Malreward airfield!  
 
Keith Budd’s mid-week A walk on 16 January (Valley Link) is 
‘essentially a countryside ramble with lots of villages and hamlets and a 
fair few hills thrown in for good measure. Views aplenty if the weather is 
kind. We'll be walking sections of the Cotswold Way, 
Limestone Link and the Golden Valley Walk along the way, 
passing by Dyrham Park, Monkswood reservoir and the 
industrial remains of Wick Rocks quarry. We will also take in 
several less-frequented paths thereabouts, which may well 
serve to fill in some blanks in your knowledge of this area. 
It'll be quite a long, busy day, so be prepared for a decent pace.’ 
  
The Avon Area walk on 23 January is led by Phil Selby and starts at 
Ford, in Wiltshire. ‘The proprietors of the White Hart appear to be well 
disposed towards ramblers, judging by the sign in the car park welcoming 
walkers and picnickers. We start the walk here in the car park which can 
be found by taking the A420 to Ford, turning right on the Colerne road, 
immediately left and crossing the bridge over the trout stream to the car 
park on the right. The White Hart is an old coaching inn and much of this 
walk offers landscapes and buildings little changed in the last two 
centuries, providing two to three hours quiet and peaceful walking 
through pasture and woodland. Apart from a steady climb out of the 
village at the beginning of the walk, the majority of the walk is level or 
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downhill. A pre-walk which I did just after the September floods found the 
walk to be largely mud free and I hope it will be the same in January. 
Public transport is not practical to reach the start point. I live in the 
Knowle/Whitchurch area and may be able to give a lift to any non-drivers. 
I will be traveling along the Bath Road and the Ring Road to reach the 
A420.’   
               
Committee business 
 
The Committee met on 13 November. The main items covered were: 

• Parking for Sunday walks. It was agreed that if we have to move 
from Great George Street, it will be to Woodland Road. However, it 
appears that the newly elected Mayor of Bristol has cancelled the 
introduction of Sunday parking charges, so the move should not 
now be necessary; 

• A letter to the Mayor was agreed, seeking a meeting to discuss 
issues of concern to Ramblers and the range of matters on which 
we are working now with the Council; 

• Tasks were allocated for the implementation of plans for 2013; 
• Roundels and stickers for marking the Triangle and South Circular 

Walks have been ordered; 
• Julian Carpenter, the new Communications/Publicity officer outlined 

how he plans to work. If you are aware of anything that might 
provide a basis for publicity, please let him know 
(jcarps@live.co.uk). 

 
The next meeting will be on 15 January. If there is anything you think we 
should be discussing, please let us know. 
 
Commercial corner  
 
With Christmas coming, you may be interested to know that you can get 
a 20% discount on online purchases of Cicerone books. Use the reference 
BRISTOL on www.cicerone.co.uk. Stanfords in Bristol offer 10% to 
Ramblers members. And www.aboveandbeyond.co.uk sell OS maps at 
discounts of up to 30% (not restricted to Ramblers members). 
 
You will be aware that HF Holidays are now the Ramblers ‘recommended 
walking holiday provider’. Among the benefits are donations to the 
Ramblers when members take HF holidays. 
 
Also note that if you book a holiday with Ramblers Holidays, this Group 
could receive a contribution (£10 for UK holidays, £20 for short haul, £30 
for long haul). We have registered with Ramblers Holidays, and the 
arrangement can apply to 2012 holidays that have already been booked, 
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but have not yet taken place. See 
www.ramblersholidays.co.uk/page/thewalkingpartnership. 
 
Note that this has no impact on the price you pay for the holiday. So if 
you book with Ramblers Holidays, please be sure to let them know that 
you are a Bristol Ramblers member. 
 
Remember that most of Bristol’s outdoor gear retailers give discounts of 
about 10% on production of your Ramblers membership card. Cotswold 
Outdoor are the Ramblers national sponsor, and their discount is 15%. 
Taunton Leisure sponsor this local Group, and also now offer 15% 
discounts, rising to 20% at their regular special events, the next of which 
takes place on 6 December. 
 

 
 
 


